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Mindsets Onboarding Guide
This guide contains a collection of questions and their answers to help prepare you to teach with 
Mindsets Challenges. Mindsets Challenges spark students interest and understanding of how 
math and science works in the world around them. It’s a flexible tool and resource that works in a 
variety of teacher led situations.
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Planning to use a Mindsets Challenge
PLANNING THE TIME
When is the best time (or best way) to use a Mindsets Challenge?
The best way to use Mindsets Challenges varies depending on your goal. Follow these tips 
depending on what you’d like to achieve.

• To spark initial motivation, use a Mindsets Challenge at the beginning of an instructional unit. 
• For formative assessment, to build up to a project, and sustain motivation, use a Mindsets 
Challenge in the middle of an instructional unit.
• To stretch students ability to transfer skills to new situations, use a Mindsets Challenge at the 
end of an instructional unit or as review. 
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Review

How to use a Mindsets Challenge at the beginning of an instructional unit
Using a Mindsets Challenge at the beginning of an instructional unit is a great way to pre-emptively 
answer the question “Where will I ever use this?” Students may get stuck - that is ok! Productive 
struggle can help build motivation. Use student responses to pre-assess abilities and help guide future 
lessons. This can allow you to tailor instruction to students’ ability level with each skill.

How to use a Mindsets Challenge in the middle of an instructional unit
The middle of an instructional unit is also a good time to help students see applications of what they 
are learning. Using a Mindsets Challenge in the middle of an instructional helps make the practice and 
standards meaningful. Also, you can use the Mindsets Challenge itself as a formative assessment, and 
to build up to end of instructional unit projects. Pair students of varying ability, and use the hints to 
help students who struggle. 

How to use a Mindsets Challenge at the end of an instructional unit
Although each student is different, the end of an instructional unit maximizes the chance for students 
to successfully transfer academic skills to a real-world context. This is also where you can encourage 
richer discussion between students using the facilitator tips, and use the challenges to lead into 
projects with the suggested project extensions.

How to use a Mindsets Challenge as review
Spaced repetition is a powerful, evidence-based approach to keeping skills in long-term memory. 
• Use Mindsets Challenges to turn review into an enriching and instructionally relevant treat. 
• Even better, the broad range of stories for Mindsets Challenges helps students improve their transfer 
skills to new situations. 
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Where do I find a setup guide for teachers? 
Once you’ve signed in, click HELP under your profile 
picture in the upper right, and then click easy setup 
guide.

This setup guide contains detailed step by step guide 
for the teacher and student signup process and login 
process. You can also download and print the setup 
guide for quick reference.

Is there a Challenge-specific guide for 
teachers?
Yes. Once you preview a Challenge, click CHALLENGE 
GUIDE in the lower right. 
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What should I do to prepare for teaching Challenges?
First, identify topics and standards where you think your students would benefit the most from engaging in real-world 
practice. Then, identify corresponding Challenges.

Preview these lesson to practice as you read along in the Challenge Guide. In the Challenge Guide, you will also see 
suggested warm-up activities, related careers, and suggested project extension ideas. Last, when you have decided on 
a Challenge, print out one vocabulary sheet per student and one Challenge Guide for yourself. 

Can I practice the Challenges on my own first? 
Absolutely. We recommend practicing the Challenge using the preview in conjunction with reading the Challenge 
Guide.  

What is a Mindsets Hour? 
A Mindsets Hour is a dedicated hour where you bring in a Mindsets Challenge to your students. This could be to pilot 
a Challenge in your school or empower students with a Mindsets led project. Use Mindsets Hour to create buzz, and 
anticipation and to bring your teachers and students together!

Does the preview of the challenges provide me with all of the content the students would work 
through?
Yes. All the student tasks, questions and activities, including polls, are visible in the preview. You can also click through 
the Bonus Questions for students who finish early, or who want more of a challenge.
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Can my students select a Mindsets Challenge?
A great way for teachers to engage students to select a Challenge is to share the preview of two or more alternative 
Challenges you would like a student to do. Alternatively, create class codes for each alternative and invite students to 
join the one that best interests them. Several Challenges now have direct variants using different real world examples 
which makes teaching easier as the students will be engaged in the same, or substantially similar, instructional task. 
As of October 2018, the Challenges with variants include: Design a Logo (aligned to Grade 8 Geometry) and Where to 
Work (aligned to Grade 8 algebra, functions and proportional reasoning). 

At present, students do not have access to browse the full Mindsets Library. If you feel this is an important goal for 
student centered learning, please share your thoughts with us at hello@mindsets.com. 

Can I change the slides?
We have an Author’s Tool on our roadmap for the future for both you and your students to modify existing Challenges 
and create your own. You can also contact us at hello@mindsets.com with specific suggestions. 

How can I use Mindsets Challenges for project-based or interdisciplinary learning?
Mindsets Challenges help set a foundation for students to engage successfully with project-based learning. All 
Challenges include suggested project extensions. These project extensions can be customized for your own students’ 
interests.

Additionally, most of the science Challenges tie to a mathematical Challenge as well.  

What standards do the Mindsets Challenges map to?
Mindsets Challenges map to the CCSS for mathematics and science, TEKS for mathematics and science, and Australian 
mathematics and science standards. If you have an additional request, please send us a request at hello@mindsets.
com.

What Social Emotional Learning elements are incorporated?
Mindsets Challenges are most related to the elements of Responsible Decision-Making and Relationship Skills.

MINDSETS CHALLENGES DURATION 
How long do the Challenges last?
Each Challenge is estimated between 45 to 60 minutes, and can also be run over 2 class blocks. The more discussion 
you encourage your students to have in class, the more time you would need to allow. Typically, for two class blocks 
you could have students work together.

Are there any shorter, mini challenges?
Sales Ramp is one of our experiments with a shorter challenge. Most Mindsets Challenges are aimed at a 45 to 60 
minute session.

Feel free to have students only complete part of a challenge. If you are interested in piloting shorter, mini-challenges, 
contact us at hello@mindsets.com. We also have plans for an Authoring Tool for you to create and share your own 
Challenges of whatever length you like. 

How often should I use a Mindsets Challenge? 
We recommend having students complete a Mindsets Challenge between every two weeks to monthly, to help 
students experience a wide range of applications.
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How should I facilitate the class? Is there a gold standard?
We recommend actively facilitating the class. The Challenges are designed for pairs or small groups of students to 
work at their own pace. Some teachers prefer pausing the class periodically to have moderated discussions, or letting 
students work and grading their work after the Challenge is completed.

Can I see individual student responses?
Yes, teachers have full visibility to student responses both live and after class.

How do I track students responses?
The Facilitation View shows where each student is and how they have responded.

How do I pause the class or individual students?
Tap the pause icon to pause, 

and then tap the play icon to resume the entire class or individual students.

Can I see individual student responses in a poll?
Yes, as the teacher, you can see what each student has responded. Students can only see the anonymous, aggregate 
responses in polls or specific multiple choice questions.

Should my students work on their own, as a whole class / large group or in pairs / small groups?
We recommend students work in pairs or small groups to help check each others work, engage in discussion, and 
assist one another when stuck. 
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Facilitating the class
How do I use the warm up activities?
Before the Challenge, optionally have students complete the suggested warm up activity in the Challenge Guide.
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How do Mindsets Challenges differentiate instruction for more advanced or struggling learners?
There are several opportunities for differentiation. All challenges include one or more bonus questions. Often we 
include an open-ended, small project towards the end of a Challenge as well. All challenges include suggested project 
extension ideas that you can customize for your own students.

Additionally, for learners who are struggling, we include Hints for you to provide students, and extensive Facilitator 
Tips with suggestions for facilitating each step of the Challenge.

A last option is to use the pause feature. You can pause the class or individual students for students to discuss and 
engage in peer-teaching.

Do students see the grade level a Challenge is designed for?
The grade levels assigned to each Challenge connect to the relevant math or science state standard. Students do not 
see these grade levels or the standards. The math challenges in the Mindsets Library is currently aligned to middle 
school Common Core State Standards for mathematics (grades 6,7, 8) and the TEKS (grades 6, 7, and 8) . The science 
challenges are aligned to the Next Generation Science Standards and TEKS (grades 6, 7, and 8). The math challenges in 
the Mindsets Library are also aligned to the Australian curriculum, based on the Victorian standards.

If you have a specific math or science state standard you would like the team at Mindsets Learning to align with, please 
send us a request at hello@mindsets.com 

GIVING FEEDBACK IN THE CLASS 
Why do Mindsets Challenges not provide automatic assessment?
Many of the questions are open-ended and don’t have a single correct answer. Falsely marking a correct answer as 
incorrect is very demotivating. We continue to explore options for automatic assessment and feedback.

FACILITATING THE CLASS WITH ESL STUDENTS 
Is a bilingual or translation of the Mindsets Challenges available?
Bilingual support is on the roadmap. We have had a lot of teacher interest in other languages.  

Can students read in English and answer in Spanish?
Absolutely, students are free to answer in Spanish, or any other language.

What type of feedback can students expect?
Mindsets Challenges are meant to be actively 
facilitated. Students will get feedback from you, their 
teacher! Use the Facilitator Tips, Hints, and Example 
Solutions found in our Challenge Guides to guide your 
feedback. 
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ADAPTING THE CHALLENGE TO DIFFERENT GRADES
Can I adapt Challenges to different grades?
Challenges are easily adaptable to nearby grades. To use a lower grade challenge grade at a higher grade, be ready 
with suggest discussion, peer checking, and project extension ideas. For example, a 6th grade Challenge can work well 
for 8th grade students if you prompt students to engage in deeper reflection and discussion of checking each others 
work, as well as have project extensions ready for the students who want more of a challenge. 

Adapting Challenges in the other direction (from a higher grade down to lower grade) is possible as well. Some 
teachers go through the Challenge as a class, one slide at a time. Additionally, review key terminology before the 
Challenge as part of the warm up and point students to the vocabulary sheet. 

After the class
Can I download a report of student responses?
Currently, you can see student responses in the Facilitation View. Download of student responses is on our roadmap to 
be added. Note that some Challenges have students create something outside of the Mindsets system, such as a graph 
on paper or a PowerPoint presentation. In this cases, have students turn in their outside work to you however you 
prefer.  

How do I use the suggested project extensions?
When planning your lesson, narrow down which of the project extension ideas may fit your students’ interests. Once 
students are complete with the Challenge, then direct the students to work on either one of the project extensions you 
selected or a project extension idea of their own choosing.

Do you recommend students using Mindsets Learning for homework?
Mindsets Challenges are designed to be completed in pairs or small groups and with an active facilitator. However, you 
can assign Mindsets Challenges for homework by asking students to log in to Mindsets. Using logins is recommended 
so that students can save their work. If you are considering piloting Mindsets Challenges for homework, please let us 
know at hello@mindsets.com. 

OTHER QUESTIONS
Do you have any case studies or videos of a class in action?
We are working on these. Stay tuned!
Also, stay tuned on our blog. We often post stories of amazing teachers and their students using the Mindsets 
Challenges. 

Are the Mindsets Library and Challenges available 24/7?
Absolutely! The Mindsets Library and all your classes is available to you 24/7. Similarly, any Mindsets Challenge 
assigned to your students is available 24/7. If we need downtime for maintenance, expect communication in advance. 
In the event of unexpected downtime, we will post updates as we work to get back online.
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